LCD BRACKETS

**Projector Bracket - Ceiling Mount**

**MODEL CODE**  PRB-1
**TYPE**  Pipe length 150mm

**FEATURES**
- Ceiling Mount Adjustable
- 360 degree swivel
- 15 degree tilt & rotate
- Retail Packaging
- Max Loading: 10Kg

**Projector Bracket Telescopic - Ceiling Mount**

**MODEL CODE**  PRB-3
**TYPE**  Pipe length 80 - 980mm

**FEATURES**
- Ceiling Mount Adjustable
- 360 degree swivel
- 15 degree tilt & rotate
- Retail Packaging
- Max Loading: 10Kg

**LCD Wall Mount Bracket**

**MODEL CODE**  LCD-WMB103

**FEATURES**
- 3 direction mini wall mount
- Pivot upwards & downwards: 180 degrees
- Swivel left & right: 90 degrees
- Retail Packaging
- Max Loading: 15Kg

**LCD Table Stand**

**MODEL CODE**  LCD-T1

**FEATURES**
- Meets VESA standards (75x75, 100x100 mm)
- Pivot upwards & downwards: 70 degrees
- Swivel left & right: 90 degrees
- Max Loading: 15Kg

**Other Projector Bracket**

**MODEL CODE**  LCD-WMB01

**FEATURES**
- Bidirectional mini wall mount
- Meets VESA standards (75x75, 100x100 mm)
- Mounting hardware included
- Pivot upwards & downwards: 180 degrees
- Swivel left & right: 180 degree
- Retail Packaging
- Max Loading: 8Kg

**Other Projector Bracket**

**MODEL CODE**  LCD-WMB103

**FEATURES**
- Bidirectional mini wall mount
- Meets VESA standards (75x75, 100x100 mm)
- Fully adjustable & viewable at any angle
- Pivot upwards & downwards: 45 degrees
- Swivel left & right: 180 degrees
- Retail Packaging
- Max Loading: 15Kg